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The Pandemic has made it difficult to 
schedule large gatherings. Watch the chapter 
website to learn what is coming up.

September 26, Saturday 
Track Day at The Ridge Motorsports 
Park. Our only visit to The Ridge this year. 

September 26, Saturday 
The Ridge Motorsports Park Tour.  
Tour ending at The Ridge for some touring 
laps of the track. 

October 9, 10 Friday and Saturday 
Lake Chelan Wine Tour. A tour to wineries 
of the Lake Chelan area. Great wine and food 
with spectacular scenery and great driving. 
But limited to 15 cars. 
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October 28, Wednesday 
Board Meeting. All members welcome. 
Current board meetings are held via Zoom. 
RSVP to president@bmwpugetsound.com.

November 18, Wednesday 
Board Meeting. All members welcome. 
Current board meetings are held via Zoom. 
RSVP to president@bmwpugetsound.com.

December 16, Wednesday 
Board Meeting. All members welcome. 
Current board meetings are held via Zoom. 
RSVP to president@bmwpugetsound.com.

For more information about any event, 
go to www.BMWPugetSound.com.

Help!
We need your help, period. This past year has been a pause in many ways due to 
the pandemic. We want to emerge from this in 2021 stronger than before. I am con-
fident that a vaccine will be available and testing methodology will be much simpler. 
This will allow us to return to normal operations. 
 For 2021, we are going to bring back the 50th Anniversary party that we hade to 
cancel in 2020. We also will have Burgers & BMWs as well as the E30 Picnic. The 
track program is being set up now for 2021, with many days at Pacific Raceways and 
one at The Ridge.
 We need your help with the operation of these events. Volunteers are the fuel 
that drives the Puget Sound BMW CCA Chapter’s engine. If you have some time, 
contact me or any board member. Do you have particular skills that would help 
the Chapter, like web design or management, graphic design, and editorial/writing 
skills? If so, we need you. Contact me, Steve Libby at dec@bmwpugetsound.com.
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ON THE COVER 
A BMW Showroom in Berlin  

in 1929, not long after the first  

BMW automobiles were introduced. 

Photo by BMW Press

President’s Column
2020 has been a year of challenges.  
Even without COVID-19, many people 
I know are having more than their share 
of unexpected and difficult situations. 
We keep trying to move forward and 
hope for better days down the road.
 One of the biggest challenges for the 
BMW CCA PSR board has been staging 
events that meet local and state safety 
standards. So far, we have been able to 
offer several driving events. The tour 
committee has put together some great 
outings and has a few more planned  
before fall. The track committee has 
done a tremendous job in reconfiguring  
communications with students for 
HPDE and Car Control events.
 These events are fun and educational. 
It takes many people doing countless 
tasks and planning to pull them off. One  
of the challenges we are facing right now  
with the Car Control Clinic is getting 
enough volunteers to run the events. 
The participants need our experience, 
enthusiasm, and dedication to help  
them enjoy their “Ultimate Driving 
Machines” to the fullest.

 On August 21, my husband, Kelcy, and  
I worked as volunteers for Jeff Butler  
at the Car Control Clinic at Pacific 
Raceways. Every time I do this, whether 
it be course building, cone shagging or 
coaching, I think “Wow, I forgot how 
fun this is.” It never fails that there is at 
least one participant I can watch going 
from timid and maybe a little scared to 
confident and having a smile on their 
face. While monitoring the stop box on 
the slalom exercise, I had the privilege 
of observing drivers of all skill levels. 
The vehicles they were driving were  
as diverse as the drivers. As each one 
completed the course, I would give 
tips and encouragement, remembering 
those that did the same for me when 
I was “new.” As they improved, they 
would celebrate a good run with me. I 
can’t think of a more worthwhile way to 
spend the day playing at what I love.
 I will get the opportunity to do it 
again on September 11, the last BMW 
CCA PSR Car Control Clinic for 2020. 
I know that we will need plenty of help 

again, especially experienced car control 
instructors. If you are able, I invite you 
to come out and join the fun at our 2021 
events. Granted, it can be an exhausting 
day, but the value of what you contribute  
is priceless. And I’d bet you will leave the  
track with the satisfaction of knowing 
you helped people improve their driving  
skills and deepen their love of the sport. 
Yes, I just called driving a sport. It takes 
time and practice to develop high per-
formance driving skills.
 As I write this, September is just a 
few days away. Summer has come and 
gone much too quickly. Events got off to 
a late start and now we’re down to just a  
few weeks before the winter comes. Keep  
your eyes peeled for announcements of 
new events and participate if you can. 
The board and others are continually 
coming up with creative ideas to present 
to our members.
 I hope you all have a safe and happy 
New Year, and I will see you soon!

Dana Lantz, President
Puget Sound Chapter BMW CCA

The Last Ink-on-Paper Zündfolge
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The Last Print Zündfolge
What you’re holding is the last ink-
on-paper Zündfolge. At least, that’s the 
current plan. We are at the end of our 
50th year as a chapter and Zündfolge has 
been a part of the chapter almost since 
the beginning. But it’s time for Zündfolge  
to take a new form.
 Starting next quarter, Zündfolge will 
be created and laid out as it is now, but 
we won’t print it. Instead, we will create  
an electronic version, which will be made  
available to members.
 Communication with all members 
will become exclusively electronic: bulk 
emails, the chapter website, Zündfolge 
posted on the website, plus various 
social media. Really, we’re a bit behind 
the times and need to take advantage 
of the latest technology to better serve 
the membership. You will see increased 
ATS notifications and a much-improved 
website, which will be mobile-device 
friendly. As we have stated before, we 
want the website to be the center of the 

Puget Sound BMW CCA universe The 
only way we can make this happen is to 
have a ground-up renovation of the site 
itself. That is currently in progress. 
 In 2022, we plan to have a new website  
and more electronic communication. 
Basically, just like the rest of our lives, 
but hopefully no pandemic by then. 
Please update your member profile at 
bmwcca.org to make sure your email 
address is included. 
 Changes are coming and sometimes 
change is a little difficult at first. If you 
really stop to think about it, the reason 
you are a BMW CCA member is to 
participate in a group of enthusiasts who 
love driving and all things BMW. The 
paper copies are transient, they often 
get recycled too soon. But the electronic 
version will live on forever, will always 
be available to you electronically, and 
will provide instant chapter news and 
activity. Paper simply cannot provide 
this kind of real-time information.  
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oK, if i’m honest, the title may be a 
little misleading, but Sun Mountain 
Lodge in Winthrop does get a lot of sun  
hence the name. It’s also one of the great  
car tours facilitated by the BMW CCA 
Puget Sound Region Chapter every year.  
While I’ve been in the Club for a while, 
I had never been on the Sun Mountain 
Lodge Tour and this was our year when 
it lined up, despite all the current events 
affecting all of our lives. Spoiler alert: It 
was definitely worth going. 
 Sun Mountain Lodge is a top notch, 
picturesque ranch-style resort on  
the other side of the Cascades. It has 
outstanding rooms, food, and amenities.  
But this tour, like all the Club’s car 
tours, is as much about the journey as 
the destination. You typically don’t 
take the highways or pick the fastest or 
shortest route in your GPS. The path is 
through comfortably twisty roads and 
mountain passes with beautiful views 
and are simply enjoyable to drive.
 Like most Club tours, this one filled 
up quickly. I recommend perusing the 
Club website in the winter months and 
deciding which tours you’d like to do as 
preparation work. This year was obvi-
ously a little different, with the COVID 
restrictions causing several Club events 
to be cancelled. Fortunately, with state 
restrictions easing, this tour, along with 
several others, was able to be executed, 
meeting state mask and social distancing 
requirements, of course.
 As I prepared our BMW with over 
170K miles on the odometer for this trip 
(or any road trip), I have to admit that 
there is always a little bit of trepidation. 
But it’s nothing that a little preparation  
and checking can’t alleviate as I maintain  
all of our vehicles myself. As I drove out 
of our driveway on our way to Monroe, 
the tour’s starting point, I realized I had  
missed an important check, the oil level.  
Fortunately, my BMW (an E93) is modern  
enough to have electronic oil level, so 
I selected the option in the dash and 
checked level and of course, Murphy’s 
Law, it was almost a quart low. So, our 
journey started with me sheepishly turn-
ing around within a mile to top off the 
oil while my wife laughed a little at me. 
Hey, I’m only human. I’m sure some of 
you can relate.

It’s Always Sunny in Winthrop
 My wife and I live in Kingston, on the 
other side of Puget Sound from Seattle, 
so we elected to come “across the pond” 
and stay in Monroe the night before the 
tour began, so that we would be bright 
eyed and bushy tailed for the 8:30 am 
start at the Starbucks in Monroe. As is 
typical, our Club tour leaders, Archie, 
Greg, and Phil, sent out details of the 
tour weeks before, including a Google 
route to put into our phones. It should 
be noted that organizing a tour like this 
takes meticulous planning and coordina-
tion; tour coordinators drive the roads, 
pick the course, and stay at the accom-
modations ahead of time to ensure it 
will meet expectations. And they did  
not disappoint this time either. Any 
member can lead a tour, just contact 
Greg at tours@bmwpugetsound.com. 
 It was nice to see the wide variety 
of BMWs and people from all around 
Puget Sound as we lined up in the  
parking lot, drinking our coffee, and 
getting a final briefing from Phil. From 
a modern 650i to an Alpina E24, the 
whole BMW spectrum was represented. 
The day was beautiful and warm and, as 
we were one of the three convertibles 
in the group, I have to admit that I felt 
rather fortunate, although, to be fair, it 
did get into the 90s later in the day and 
having the top up was more comfortable.  
Pro Tip: the convertible “rule” is 55°F-
85°F for the best experience.

 We were divided into two groups of 
about ten cars each, with a designated 
tour leader for each group so we knew 
which car to look for if a traffic light or 
other aspect of the trip spread us out. 
Each leader was good at ensuring we 
pulled over at a safe spot to wait for the  
rear of the line to catch up. Greg brought  
up the last slot with his pickup truck, but 
he had it properly adorned with a BMW 
Roundel hitch decoration. After leaving 
Monroe we took some nice, meandering 
roads north into the Cascades, stopping 
at several gas stations along the way in 
Granite Falls and Mansford. This was 
both to regroup and to ensure people 
who needed fuel could get it. Then we 
proceeded further north and had a 

Greg Smith with his BMW-ized truck.
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The author with the Lodge’s door guard.

prearranged lunch at a delightful little 
bakery called 5b’s Bakery and Eatery It 
is a local gem and the sandwiches were 
excellent. One person we spoke to who 
was not on the tour said they drove two 
hours once a month just to eat there. 
We also purchased some guilty pleasure 
baked goods, which were amazing. The 
owner even came out and introduced 
herself to all of us.
 After satiating our hunger, we left 
5b’s, and followed State Highway 20 up 
past Diablo Lake Vista Point, and then 
through Washington Pass at 5477 feet 
and Rainy Pass at 4875 feet. Both of 
these passes are closed from November 
through April, so it was a treat to drive 
them and the views were gorgeous. If 
you have not been to that area (this was 
our first time), you should see it. It should  
be mentioned that the pace of the tour  
was great: spirited, but not pushy. It 
wasn’t a race. (That’s for track events!) 
We were all good stewards of the roundel 
…. most of the time.
 After the pass we descended more 
windy tarmac into Winthrop and then 
up the slow but pleasantly curvy five-
mile local road to the Sun Mountain 
Lodge…which was a fantastic location to  
end the trip. The view was spectacular. 
After the group arrived, we all checked 
in and then were on our own. We had 
reservations for dinner at the Lodge 
and it was amazing. The wine list is also 
something that Sun Mountain Lodge is 
famous for and we splurged a little on a 
nice bottle with our dinner, then walked 
back to our room before turning in.  
My wife is an early riser and I also woke 
up before the sun came up and we were 
able to sit on our small balcony and 

watch the sun “walk” down the moun-
tains and hills. It was truly breathtak-
ing. Breakfast was again, top notch and 
we were a little sad we weren’t staying 
another day.

 Like all of our Club tours, the Sun 
Mountain Lodge Tour was well-planned, 
well-executed, had exciting driving, 
amazing views, and interesting sights. 
We not only enjoyed the drive and loca-
tions, but half of the fun of these tours 
is the cars and the new people you get 
to meet, who also share a passion for 
the Ultimate Driving Machine. Despite 
the COVID-19 restrictions, which were 
followed, humans are social, and we met 
a number of new and interesting people, 
as well as connected with friends. We 
heard a lot of interesting stories about 
BMW owners and their cars that day: 
The Ultimate Driving Machine indeed.
 As a final note, be sure not to miss 
this tour next year, or any other tour  
the Club facilitates but sign up early,  
or you may miss your chance. Details  
of all events can be found at https:// 
bmwpugetsound.com/events/.

Andy Wiest

Diablo Lake viewpoint on the way to Sun Mountain Lodge.

PATRICK MILLER
“25 years of
precis ion automotive
service”

11908 - 124 Ave. NE
Kirkland, WA 98034

(Totem Lake) 425-823-1511

OMNI
BRAKE & ALIGNMENT, Inc.
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in the last installment of the chapter’s history, we 
covered how the chapter transitioned from being BMW ACA 
for 30 years to joining BMW CCA about 20 years ago. 
 Looking back, the decision was a good one. We became 
part of the national organization. This helped traveling mem-
bers take advantage of events in other parts of the country. 
When members move, there is usually a chapter where they 
move to. With the Puget Sound Region’s growth, particularly 
in tech, many BMW owners moved to their new jobs and 
found our chapter welcomed that.
 The size of the chapter changed drastically. While we were 
about 800 members in the last days of being an independent 
chapter, we’re about 1,800 members now. 
 Many chapter members have attended the national BMW 
CCA events around the country, such as Oktoberfest and 
Legends of the Autobahn. 
 Of course, the biggest benefit we have enjoyed as part of 
BMW CCA, is that every member gets Roundel, the excellent 
monthly magazine of BMW CCA. 
 With the chapter’s size, we are able to support some very 
large events. Staples of our summer calendar are Burgers & 
BMWs, Deutsche Marque/Concours, E30 Picnic and M Car 
Day. In 2016, we celebrated BMW’s Centennial at America’s 
Car Museum in Tacoma, with the biggest chapter event ever.
 With our 50th anniversary year looming, we had planned 
a number of events to celebrate. Unfortunately, COVID-19 
has forced the cancellation of most of our chapter events. Our 
big summer gatherings didn’t happen, but we have been able 
to do our track days, with only one person per car, and tours, 
with one family per car. Like the rest of our lives, the pandemic  
has changed what the chapter can do during 2020. We hope 
some of the anniversary festivities can happen in 2021.
 One thing you can do is get a 50th Anniversary chapter hat. 
We have lots of them and we’d like you to have one, too. Or a 
half dozen. These can be purchased on the chapter’s website. 
 What will the next 50 years bring for the chapter and BMW 
CCA? Will we even have car clubs in 2070? Or even own 
private vehicles? For the younger members, time will tell. In 
the meantime, let’s have fun with our Bimmers to the extent 
we’re able to and for as long as we can. 

Chapter History:  
The Final Installment

BMW Tours 2021

the chapter board has made changes regarding Club 
events. Our finances are more challenging with the 
change in membership dues allocation. With less money 
coming to the chapter, the board is forced to work 
harder to remain financially sustainable and ensure that 
chapter members are the beneficiaries of events where 
chapter funds are spent. With that in mind, chapter tours 
will now require that at least one person in each car is a 
member in good standing. Previously, one could do one 
tour before joining. Now, the one freebie is gone. 
 The bigger problem has been verifying membership 
status. We transitioned to using MotorsportReg.com  
to register participants for tours. To register, one must 
supply a membership number, which is matched against 
national’s membership database. Without a current  
membership number, registration will not be accepted.
 This is in response to some recent tours where we 
had non-members or lapsed members register and take 
one of a limited number of spots. This caused some 
paid-up members to be excluded from the event. Since 
chapter funds are being used to fund these activities, this 
policy change will ensure that members will enjoy the 
benefits of how chapter funds are spent.
 There will still be events where non-members are 
welcome—typically those without a limited number of 
spots available. These will be open to all BMW enthusiasts  
and treated as outreach and recruiting events. 

Policy Changes for Tours

the 2020 tour season was shortened due to COVID-19.  
We had seven tours planned but the season was reduced 
to four. We had a great turnout for the July Whidbey 
Island Tour and the Sun Mountain Tour in August. 

Two Remaining Tours in 2020
September 26 – Ridge Tour
October 9 & 10 – Lake Chelan Wine Tour (two-night tour)

Seven Planned 2021 Tours
April 2021 – Cascade Foothills Tour
May 2021 – Astoria Tour 
June 2021 – British Columbia Club Tour 
July 2021 – Whidbey Island Tour
August 2021 – Sun Mountain Tour
September 2021 – Tour to the Ridge
October 2021 – Wine Tour (destination to be decided)

 We will keep you updated on any tour changes or if 
we add any new tours. We are always looking for Club 
members to lead a tour group. Please let us know if you 
are interested. It is fun to plan and to lead a tour. 

Greg Smith, Tour Coordinator
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David Lightfoot Outstanding Chapter Officer Award for 2019
i am very happy to announce that David Lightfoot 
has won the Pacific Region Outstanding Chapter  
Officer award for 2019. The award goes to a chapter  
officer who has gone above and beyond the call for 
service to the Chapter. You all might not know this, but 
David has been a Puget Sound Chapter member (even 
before we were part of BMW CCA) for over forty years. 
David has held every board position, some of the even 
twice so he says. We nominated David because he is a 
stalwart of the Chapter. Currently, David is the Treasurer 
and is the Editor-in-Chief of the Zündfolge. His service 
to the Chapter is admirable. 
 We presented his award at the August 21, 2020 HPDE 
Day at Pacific Raceways, doing the activities he loves, 
driving his M2 fast and coaching instructor candidates.  
If you see David, in the flesh or digitally, you might want 
to thank him for his service. 
 Congratulations David!

Steve Libby
Driving Events Coordinator

Senior Instructor

Even the trophy had a mask on. 
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i have been Writing the Motorsports 
Column for a while. I am always sad to 
write the last one for the driving season 
and these words: “By the time you read 
this, we will have had our last HPDE 
day for the season.” So, I will not write 
these words, but tell of the 2020 driving 
season and some of the challenges we 
overcame and the goals for 2021. 
 We were to have a total of seven track  
days in 2020, six at Pacific Raceways and 
one at The Ridge. A pandemic changed 
that. As many of you know, the first two 
events of the year were canceled. We  
were not alone as this was occurring all 
over the country. The ruling from BMW 
CCA National was that there was to be 
no in-car instruction for any program in 
the country. This edict been extended to 
the end of 2020.
 Challenging times calls for creative 
solutions. Our initial idea was to hold 
a lapping day for solo drivers only on 
June 29. This is something that I have 
not seen the Puget Sound Chapter do 
since arriving here in 2003. Normally, we 
have instructors in the C-drivers’ cars 
to give feedback and instruction for this 
group moving up the high-performance 
driving ranks. We put spotters at several 
corners and had a couple instructors 
in the group and provided feedback 
afterwards. There were no incidents, and 
everyone had a good time and improved 
their driving skill. 

MOTOR SPORTS
 But we place a high value on the “E” 
of HPDE—education. How then to be 
able to have novice drivers come to  
the track and receive the same kind of 
in-car instruction that we normally have. 
I came up with a solution and that was 
to have radios for drivers and instructors  
with K-type earpieces (CIA-type—they 
look cool). The novice drivers were 
paired with an instructor and the pairs 
drove on the track in a lead-follow 
orientation with the instructors provid-
ing the guidance. This method has now 
been successfully deployed for two 
events (July and August) and will have 
been for the last two events for the year. 
Apart from working out some kinks in 
the system and coming up with a way 
for instructors to have to drive with one 
hand while keying the mic, we feel it is  
a success. Some of you also may have  
attended our Car Control Clinic using a  
slightly modified method for instruction. 
The older radios seem to still work, and 
I hope you all were able to test your 
driving skills in the paddock.
 What’s in store for the future? We plan  
to continue to utilize the lead-follow 
methodology. Having driver and  
instructor switch places has also been 
very helpful. For those of you who  
participated in this grand experiment, 
thank you very much. We plan on using  
the spotter technique and having  
instructors embedded into run groups 

for evaluation. We will expand the lead-
follow technique to C-group drivers for 
those who request it. Do we think that 
2021 will be different? We hope so, but 
it is hard to predict. Right now, we are 
planning on using our new instructional 
methods. Until there is a vaccine and 
infection rates are way down, we plan 
on using this same system. 
 We are in the process of talking with 
the tracks now to determine the number 
of days we’ll have in 2021. As soon as 
we know, watch the ATS email blasts 
for the 2021 calendar. Also, we will 
have much more information posted on 
the website than previously. We have a 
new web designer who is keeping the 
information up to date. Will there be a 
lapping day in 2021 just for solo drivers? 
Perhaps and it will depend on the avail-
able dates. We prefer to have instruction 
at all of our events. Stay tuned. 
 We plan to meet all challenges head 
on for 2021. Our goal is to provide a safe 
and instructive high-performance driving  
education program and an inviting car 
control clinic to all members who wish 
to stretch out their Ultimate Driving 
Machine. We have no intention of letting 
the virus stand in the way of delivering a 
safe and fun driving program.
 See you on the track!

Steve Libby, Senior Instructor 
Driving Events Coordinator
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BMW Team RLL Finishes Second in Michelin GT Challenge at 
VIR; Bill Auberlen makes IMSA History with 61st Win
bmW team rll drivers connor 
de phillippi and bruno spengler 
shared the duo’s first ever podium with 
a second-place finish in the Michelin GT 
Challenge at VIR on August 22, 2020. 
The pair, driving the No. 25 BMW M8 
GTE, completed 85 laps around Virginia 
International Raceway in the two-hour-
and-forty-minute race, finishing 3.5 sec-
onds behind the winning No. 3 Corvette. 
Teammates John Edwards and Jesse 
Krohn fell victim to a mechanical issue 
early in the race and ultimately finished 
19 laps down. 

The M8 GTE was driven to second place  
by Connor De Phillippi and Bruno Spengler  
at VIR.

Bill Auberlen has won more races than 
any other BMW driver, period.

Connor De Phillippi shared the second 
place M8 GTE.

This M6 GT3 was driven to victory by Bill Auberlen and  
Robby Foley.Bill Auberlen and co-driver Robby Foley celebrate Bill’s 61st win.

BMW for having the faith in me to sign 
me back in 1996. I have been lucky to 
have many great co-drivers and Robby 
(Foley) was the man today, driving two 
great stints and making it look easy.  
To everyone at Turner Motorsport, my 
second home, I’m delighted to have 
shared this with you all. Now, let’s go  
see about win number 62.” 
 “Today was quite a day for Bill 
and BMW of North America’s racing 
programs,” said Victor Leleu, BMW NA 
Motorsport Manager. “Bill has been an 
integral part of our motorsport team 
through the years and we could not be 
happier for him to have achieved this 
record. There is no one better.”

BMW NA Press

 The story of the day and the 2020 
IMSA season so far was the victory 
in the GTD class by Bill Auberlen 
and Robby Foley in the No. 96 Turner 
Motorsport BMW M6 GT3. The win 
marked Auberlen’s 61st IMSA victory 
and moves the driver synonymous with 
The Ultimate Driving Machine to the 
top of the standings in all-time IMSA 
victories. Today’s race marked Auberlen’s  
443rd race start in a BMW, also a record.
 An elated Auberlen stated, “I am 
humbled to own this record and dedicate  
it to my mom and dad. My thanks to 
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during october 2019, I was in  
Spartanburg, SC for BMW Car Club  
of America’s Oktoberfest and the 50th  
Anniversary of BMW CCA. I bought a 
ride (to benefit the BMW CCA Founda-
tion) at the BMW Performance Center 
with Connor De Phillippi, one of the 
current RLL Team drivers. The ride was in  
a 2016 Z4 GTLM. This is the immediately  
preceding car to what is currently being 
raced, which is the M8 GTE. 
 Everything I’ve ever learned about 
driving fast is that smooth is fast. The 
cars I’ve raced in Club racing have  
been underpowered with no aero. Street 
cars reward smoothness. I’ve driven  
Formula Ford, but again, no aero. The 
only other factory race car I’ve ridden 
in was an M1 Procar driven by David 
Hobbs, but again no aero and prehis-
toric tires. This is all background for 
my ride with De Phillippi, which I was 
clearly not prepared for. 
 It was one of the most violent things 
I have ever experienced; right up there 
with car collisions and playing football 
in high school. Bill Auberlen was also 
there and later said he gave his dad a 
ride at Sebring this year and his dad 

The Violence of a Modern Race Car By David Lightfoot
Response by Ross Bentley

made the same observation I had. Bill’s 
dad said it was so different. Back when 
Bill’s dad was driving, everything was 
about being smooth to be fast. Now 
it is so violent. The car I rode in, and 
probably Bill’s dad rode in, has a lot of 
aero and amazing tires. When it changed 
direction, my helmet hit the roll cage 
with such force that I immediately had  
a headache. I cinched down the belts, 
but nothing would hold my head in 
place. I noticed that the driver’s side  
had padding on the cage. 
 The other thing I noted was where 
Connor was braking. There were three 
markers at the end of the back straight. 
At the first braking marker, he upshifted.  
He was still accelerating! By the last 
marker he finally braked, threw me 
violently against the harness, and went 
through the big sweeper with speed that 
seemed to defy physics. 
 After three laps I had a headache 
and my equilibrium was off. I’m glad it 
was only three laps. The reason I bought 
the charity ride was to experience an 
(almost) current modern race car.  
Mission accomplished. 
 When did it all change?

Ross’s Response
“When did it all change?” is an interest-
ing question. I think there are (at least) 
three ways of answering that:
 It hasn’t really. It’s always been  
violent when driven at the very edge. 
Because the limits are higher now, 
though, you feel it more. I bet De Phillippi  
(and Bill) are still smooth, but because 
the limits are so much higher than they 
used to be, it doesn’t feel that way. And 
because the limits are higher, a driver 
can make inputs much more quickly, 
and the tires will grip.
 It’s been a gradual change over the past  
two decades, mostly due to electronics 
and tires, and some aero. Tires used to 
really reward building the grip level up, 
whereas now tires can take a bigger load 
more suddenly. That’s tire technology 
playing a role. With ABS and stability 
control a driver can shock the tires more 
and get away with it. The aero loading 
helps, too. So what you may have sensed 
as un-smooth may have mostly been much  
higher g-loads than you’ve experienced 
in the past. When you mentioned your 
head hitting the roll cage and trying to 
hold your head up, that sounds like big 
g-loads to me. The suddenness of the 
change in direction is the tires, mostly, 
but the higher g-loads is what shocks 
a passenger. And that really has been 
a gradual increase over the past two 
decades or so. The days of squeezing the 
brakes on are long gone (and it’s one 
of the points I keep stressing to drivers 
of all levels—pound the brake pedal!). 
Now, I’m sure the brake release is still 
smooth, but you may not have noticed 
since your head was banging off the 
cage from the sudden change of lateral 
direction!
 De Phillippi may not be the smoothest  
driver out there. I’ve not paid close 
enough attention to his driving style  
to comment on it, but it’s possible that 
he’s less smooth than others, including 
Bill. Perhaps John Edwards would have 
been slightly smoother.
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hang on to this magazine. It’ll be  
a collector’s item—the last printed 
Zündfolge in history. Like everything 
these days, it’s going virtual. At the 
track, no more printed results as they’re 
online at Race Hero.
 Even the racing itself has gone 
virtual. Because of the pandemic, the 
three events ICSCC managed to hold, 
proceeded under rigorous safety condi-
tions—masks, social distancing, and 
no spectators. Who was that masked 
man, you say? Virtually everyone at 
the track this year. As this goes to print, 
Conference had held three double-race 
weekends despite the challenges, but 
the season is probably over. Mission, 
September 26-27, is still a possibility,  
but the border remains closed until  
at least September.
 Just last winter we predicted that 
2020 would be, “one of the most epic 

The PRO3 Line Bill ‘Blue Baron’ Ecker and Jim ‘Croc Man’ Cissell

Crocman overcooks it at PIR in June and introduces grass-fed 
tires to PRO3.

Beef Wellington charges ahead in the rain. Co-author Bill Ecker at speed. 
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Matt Lowell, chased by Jeff McAffer and Josh Voight into 
turn 1 at Portland. 
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contests in PRO3 history,” as 2018-19 
Champ Brian Bercovitz went for a 
three-peat. New IRDC President,  
Coley Tipton declared we’d “bring  
the fun family atmosphere back to race  
weekends.” By June, Conference decided  
there would be no championship for 
2020. In a theoretical sense, there is 
nothing to race for—but THAT’S NOT 
WHY WE RACE!
 Some resigned themselves to SIM 
racing, like PRO3’s Dirk Groeneveld, 
quarantined in Germany, who finished 
P2 in the world in iRacing. Finally, 
Portland hosted the season opener the 
weekend of June 20, two months behind 
schedule. Kudos to the Cascade club, 
including Vince Vavrosky and Linda 
Blackburn, for burning the midnight oil 
to get the governor’s approval just three 
days before the race. And a huge thanks 
to all our officers and volunteers for the 

extra effort they made during this very 
uncertain season. 
 The Portland race celebrated Gary 
Bockman, an omnipresent advocate for 
racing at PIR, who sadly passed from 
cancer during the off season. Sixteen 
PRO3 cars were registered, but Kyle 
Byers overheated and retired during 
qualifying. Then, a rain squall blew 
through and stopped an hour before the 
PRO3 race. What about tires? Would 
it rain more? Would the previous class 
create a dry racing line? With minutes to 
spare, each driver made the call—rains 
or slicks—and proceeded to grid. Rains 
were the right choice, as the track was 
still very slick. Top three finishers were 
Bill Ecker, Kevin Doyle, and Bryce 
Scott. Tire selection paid off big for Beef 
Wellington as he charged from 16th to 
fourth. Sunday saw Matt Lowell, Doyle, 
and Jeff McAffer taking the top three 
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spots. See Jim’s edited video at https://
youtu.be/OooLXjNfbbM
 Next, came the summer classic at  
Pacific June 20-21. 2020 marks two major  
milestones in PNW racing history:  
Pacific Raceways (once SIR) celebrates 
60 years of racing—and IRDC (the 
Conference club that has Pacific as a 
home track) 50 years. In lieu of fireworks,  
parades, and special guests, we had masks,  
social distancing, and 22 PRO3 cars 
with a lot of hot, close racing. Top three 
Saturday were Doyle, Coley Tipton and 
McAffer. Sunday, Coley qualified on pole  
with a blazing 1:34.9, almost a second  
faster than P2. Sunday’s winners were  
Coley, Doyle, and Corey Peters. Jim’s 
video https://youtu.be/0KZWtOCIpY8 
Thanks to David Weller for the cool, 
new PRO3 flags.
 On August 15, we returned to PIR 
for the Dash for Kids race. Only this 
year there were no kids, no auction, 
and no Gary Bockman. Ten PRO3 cars 
showed up and nine took the green flag 
Saturday. Lowell finished first, McAffer 
second, and Josh Voight third. Sunday 
was a repeat podium, except Matt drove 
away from the field, with a 15 second 
gap. When you’re hot, you’re hot? Did we  

mention it was over 100 degrees at race 
time, and the track surface was 145? 
Newcomer Scott Thompson, driving the 
resurrected Rand Hogan car, showed 
good speed, as did Scott Eckert, despite 
mechanical issues. And, we learned that 
Beef is selling his car to Scott Studerus 
and looking for a new one. Jim’s video 
https://youtu.be/CyKyTPcRZpI
 Despite the coronavirus, PRO3  
remained the largest subscribed class 
with 27 drivers racing, and a couple more  
Novices. So, the future looks bright. 
Though there were no championship 
points, the top 10 were Matt 130, Jeff 121,  
Doyle 93, Ecker 90, Beef 87, Andrew 
Michel 82, Josh 75, Crocman 72, Coley 
49, and Will Kellogg 42.
 The 4th of July weekend, we raced at 
the Pacific NW Historics. Ten of us ran 
in the Big Bore class with ‘60s Corvettes, 
Camaros, and Mustangs. For seven races, 
we had a blast—and got some great 
footage for our PRO3 film. But Jim  
Butterworth totaled his car when he 
flipped it in turn 2 of the first race. (As 
a testament to the E30’s rugged frame 
and our safety gear, Jim came back to 
the track the next day—already looking  
for a new PRO3 car.) Lance Richert fried  

his engine when “some Nick Carbaugh 
gravel got lodged in my fan belt pulley.”  
And, by race 5, Mark Carpenter and 
John Hennessey were DNS. Young 
whippersnappers Nick Carbaugh and 
Eddie Taras won the first two races—
Andrew Michel the third. But, after 
five hours fixing a broken rocker (twin 
Ken said 4.5 hours was spent whining), 
PRO3 co-founder Wes Hill won the last 
three races—while youngsters Nick and 
Eddie nipped at his heels. Jim’s video 
https://youtu.be/-jDiK-69IEg
 Our PRO3 documentary film, “PRO3 
E30: BMW’s Ultimate Racing Machine,” 
is making great progress—with cool 
aerials and track-level cameras. We shot 
four events (vs the guaranteed three), 
but we’ll need to shoot one or two races 
next year to get drivers socializing with-
out masks. Check for updates at https://
bit.ly/2UU4ufQ Andy Collins called it 
“very cool—a movie that all the road 
racers will benefit from by promoting 
the sport.”
 The Portland Enduro remains on the 
calendar for October 17. Several PRO3 
teams should contend in the 2-,4-, and 
8-hour categories. Here’s to a better 2021!
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bmW sees the art car 
collection as an unusual way 
of combining the worlds of 
technology and art—technical 
and artistic creativity merge in 
each Art Car. The Collection 
also allows BMW to stay on the 
cutting edge of culture, just as 
it stays on the cutting edge of 
technology. 
 The Collection is the respon-
sibility of Thomas Girst, who is 
charged with BMW’s engage-
ment in the arts. Girst is part of 
the Marketing Department. 
 The first four BMW Art Cars 
were race cars, starting in 1975. 
Then there was a period of  
using street cars, with a few race 
cars thrown in. 
 BMW gives the artist free 
rein in what he or she does 
with their car. Usually that has 
worked out well. The Eliasson 
car, based on the H2R hydro-
gen record car, was rendered a 
static exhibit by the Icelandic 
artist. It also must be shown  
in a walk-in freezer, making it 
difficult to exhibit. 
 Since then, BMW has required  
the artists to not make changes 
that would disqualify their car 
from racing in the intended 
class. That worked fine for the 
Koons effort and the 19th car 
by John Baldessari. The car by 
Cao Fei was basically unaltered, 
that is, she didn’t paint it at all. 
She developed a virtual reality 
software that created virtual 
fireworks around the car, but 
in-person, it’s just painted 
black. The Fei car is the last 
Art Car created, although it is 
numbered 18th in the series. This 
is probably due to the number 8 
being lucky in Chinese culture. 
The Baldessari car debuted 
almost a year before the Fei car, 
but is officially the 19th BMW 
Art Car.

David Lightfoot

BMW Art Cars

1. Alexander Calder  |  American  |  1975  |  3.0CSL

3. Roy Lichtenstein  |  American  |  1977  |  320i Group 5

4. Andy Warhol  |  American  |  1979  |  M1 Group 4

5. Ernst Fuchs  |  Austrian  |  1982  |  635CSi

2. Frank Stella  |  American  |  1975  |  3.0CSL
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6. Robert Rauschenberg  |  American  |  1986  |  635Csi

7. Michael Jagamara Nelson  |  Australian  |  1989  |  M3 Group A

8. Ken Done  |  Australian  |  1989  |  M3 Group A

9. Matazo Kayama  |  Japanese  |  1990  |  535i

10. Cesar Manrique  |  Spanish  |  1990  |  730i
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11. A. R. Penck  |  German  |  1991  |  Z1

12. Esther Mahlangu  |  South African  |  1991  |  525i

13. Sandro Chia  |  Italian  |  1992  |  3 Series Racing Prototype

14. David Hockney  |  British  |  1995  |  850CSi

15. Jenny Holzer  |  American  |  1999  |  V12 LMR

BMW Art Cars   Continued from Page 15
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16. Olafur Eliasson  |  Icelander  |  2005  |  H2R Hydrogen Record Car

17. Jeff Koons  |  American  |  2010  |  BMW M3 GT2

18. Cao Fei  |  Chinese  |  2017  |  M6 GT3

19. John Baldessari  |  American  |  2017  |  M6 GT3

20. ????

?
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in recent years, Rolls-Royce has 
experienced change at a quicker rate 
than ever before in its storied past. The 
Rolls-Royce portfolio has expanded to 
five models, each with their own distinct 
character, and almost every motor car 
created at the marque’s Global Centre 
of Luxury Manufacturing Excellence 
in Goodwood, West Sussex, is Bespoke 
—tailored to the lifestyle requirements 
of diverse and discerning patrons.  
 The introduction of Black Badge, the 
marque’s alter-ego, has met the needs  
of a subset of these clients, answering 
their call for an edgier, alternative Rolls-
Royce, one that carries an assertive and 
dominant persona. With such choice, it  
is no surprise, therefore, that the age and 
demographic of the marque’s clients have  
decreased significantly to an average of 
just 43. 
 Rolls-Royce appointed Marina 
Willer, partner at Pentagram—a multi-
disciplinary design studio which is 
revered within its field—to create a new 
brand identity that could move beyond 
the mechanics of being the ‘Best Car in 
the World,’ to encapsulate the brand’s 
presence and standing as a true House 
of Luxury. The identity was designed 
to appeal to the new demographic of 
clients and all that they represent both 
digitally, and physically.
 Pentagram embarked upon a deep 
exploration of Rolls-Royce, including  
its products—both new and old, its 
design ethos, its designers, items that 
are sacrosanct to the marque, and, the 
unique relationship the marque main-
tains with its clients. They spent time in 
the manufactory, understanding the very 
essence of Bespoke and how this was 
key to the establishment of contempo-
rary Rolls-Royce.
 Marina Willer, commented, “What 
soon became apparent is that Rolls-
Royce has evolved from being regarded 
as an automotive manufacturer into a 
leading light in the world of luxury. It 

was essential for us to ensure that the 
brand’s new identity reflected this shift. 
We needed to present Rolls-Royce in 
a forward-facing, fresh and relevant 
way—speaking to new audiences while 
respecting the company’s loyal clients.”

The Spirit of Ecstasy
The Spirit of Ecstasy is an instantly 
recognizable, modern icon of British 
luxury. Having graced the prow of Rolls-
Royce motor cars since 1911, today, she 
remains one of the world’s most famous 
symbols, embodying beauty, luxury, style 
and perfection.
 The Spirit of Ecstasy will now gain 
increased prominence in the marque’s 
brand identity. While the sculpture that 
leads each motor car in silent grace 
remains unchanged, an iteration of the 

enigmatic figurine has evolved into the 
form of an illustration—one that reads 
clearly in today’s virtual world. 
 The original figurine was drawn and 
sculpted by British artist Charles Sykes. 
In homage to this historical commission,  
Chris Mitchell, a leading illustrator of 
brand and identity icons, was called 
upon by Pentagram to envisage the dis-
tilled form of the iconic statuette.  
Working closely with Pentagram’s  
direction, Chris, drawing on her quiet 
power and authoritative nature, paid 
close attention to her proportions  
which embrace strength and power 
that cannot be deemed fragile or meek. 
When depicted in two-dimensional 
form, her direction has changed from 
left to right, boldly facing the future, 
reflective of the marque itself.

Rolls-Royce Announces New Visual Language
BMW Group subsidiary Rolls-Royce has changed their branding. Here is the press release:
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Badge of Honour / Wordmark / Monogram
The double ‘R’ Badge of Honour is a 
timeless expression of true luxury. The 
badge, representing Rolls and Royce, 
the marque’s founding fathers, is known 
world-wide as a symbol of engineering 
excellence and the very best of human 
endeavour. It is no surprise therefore, that  
this famed signifier remains unchanged. 
The Badge of Honour will reside on 
the marque’s products alone—reserved 
solely for the precious creations born at 
the Home of Rolls-Royce in Goodwood, 
West Sussex.
 The Monogram also retains its  
original form but replaces the Badge  
of Honour on collateral, while the 
Wordmark ‘Rolls-Royce Motor Cars,’  
as found presiding above the door of  
the marque’s establishments, was found 
to be corporate and unrepresentative  
of the marque’s standing as a House  
of Luxury. 
 Pentagram uncovered typography  
in the marque’s archives from the 1930s 
and used an art-deco style as the basis 
from which to envisage a new Wordmark 

—one suitable for the modern-day 
Rolls-Royce. The words ‘Motor Cars’ 
have reduced in size, with the emphasis 
reverting to Rolls-Royce, in recognition  
of the marque’s significantly wider  
influence outside of the automotive  
industry. The Wordmark has become 
more refined in its appearance, depicting  
the quiet, whispering power of contem-
porary Rolls-Royce. Special significance  
has been paid to the letter ‘R,’ to provide  
additional stability and prominence to 
this important character in the Rolls-
Royce script.

Typeface
Pentagram’s design team explored mul-
tiple typefaces in search of a font that 

depicts luxury, without being overtly 
decorative. They believed the font must 
also demonstrate the connection with 
the marque’s rich history. The chosen 
typeface, Riviera Nights, stems from 
the same family as Gil Sans Alt, the 
marque’s previous font, but with addi-
tionally crafted and bevelled letters. 

The Spirit of Ecstasy Expression
A wholly new visual treatment of the 
Spirit of Ecstasy has been created, called 
The Spirit of Ecstasy Expression. With 
an aethereal yet tech-like feeling, The 
Expression adds a cutting-edge aura to 
the new visual identity. Contemporary 
in appearance, The Expression speaks of 
the marque’s modern lifestyle presence.
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BMW Suffers During  
First Half
bmW ag Was not immune to the effects of 
the global pandemic with sales down 10.3% and 
vehicles delivered off 23.0% for the first half of the 
year. The company was profitable, albeit with profit 
down 74.6% compared to the previous year. 
 Despite the suffering, especially in the second 
quarter, BMW is continuing with their various  
initiatives, especially increasing the number of  
electric vehicles being brought to market. Capital 
expenditures are high, reflecting the investment  
in new technologies, particularly for the BMW  
iNEXT family of vehicles. 
 By the end of 2021, BMW will be offering five 
all-electric, series-produced cars: i3, Mini Cooper SE, 
iX3, iNEXT and i4. The new 7 Series is going to  
be offered with four drivetrain options: gas, diesel, 
hybrid and full-electric. By 2023, the BMW Group 
will offer 25 electrified vehicles to customers with 
half being all-electric. The X1 and 5 Series will also 
become available with the four powertrain options 
mentioned above.
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